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Adults
- Series
Series

Amsterdam Paradise

24 x 50’ 3 seasons 3 x 8

A dramaseries about young people living in the big city. Adam (24) moves to Amsterdam.
Adam’s new neighbour is Eva (29), who is still trying to find her way in life. She struggles
with her relationships, her family and herself. Soon, she falls in love with Adam.
When Eva unexpectedly becomes pregnant, the two of them decide to move in together.
Eva discovers that Adam’s record is not as clean as she thought, and Adam finds out
about Eva’s family issues. Only when they meet again – almost as strangers – they
discover that their old chemistry still exists.

Blood Relatives

36 x 50’ 3 seasons 3 x 12

In Blood Relatives we follow the De Winter family, as they struggle to cope with a string
of domestic disputes. However, their family ties remain strong and resilient. Blood
Relatives is a character-driven drama series about family. It revolves around relationships between parents and children, former relatives and in-laws. They encounter love,
friendship, jealousy, sex and homosexuality.

Ramses

4 x 50’

This drama series portrays the rise and fall of the immense popular Dutch singer and
actor Ramses Shaffy in the late fifties, during the rising of the Flower Power, free sex,
drugs and the changing moral, untill the end of the seventies. Ramses Shaffy had an
incredible urge to live and did this in a grand and compelling way. The series shows two
sides of the fascinating life of Shaffy; the way his rock and roll lifestyle inspired many
people and on the other side how destructive it was for some of them.

The News

8 x 50’

When workaholic Dana de Graaf becomes editor in chief of a fading quality newspaper,
she stops at nothing to boost profits, even at the expense of ethical journalism. While
the entire editorial team turns against Dana, she worries about her son Lucas. He lived
a quiet life with his wife and daughter, but thanks to his mother’s involvement he has to
deal with riots, terror and even murder. While Dana lies and cheats to control the people
around her, she is unexpectedly confronted with her most formidable opponent yet: her
own conscious.

Towers of Power

8 x 50’

Becoming a lawyer at the prestigious law firm is what many law students dream
about. A top salary, status, deals worth millions and unlimited drinks in exclusive clubs
with colleagues who quickly become your friends - or more. The recently graduated
law student Sabia is doing everything she can to secure a spot at one of the best law
firms. As a young, ambitious lawyer, Sabia faces an unprecedented power game in the
status-sensitive world.

Adults - One-offs
Fortune Seekers

89’

The village where Harko and his friends live is threatened by earthquakes. Because
of this dangerous situation many villagers leave. However, Harko and a couple of his
friends decide to stay. At the same time, a bus of asylum seekers arrives at the village.
Amongst these ‘fortune seekers’ there is a young and beautiful girl named Faiza (19).
She is fighting for a resident status, but risks being deported. Despite all the problems
that Harko and Faiza have to face, a young love forms between them.
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Adults - One-offs

Jungle

50’

On his way to his dream destination London, a young Syrian refugee strands in the infamous and ruthless refugee camp ‘Jungle’ in Calais. There he forges a fragile friendship
with his cynical tent mate, who has already given up hope for a good outcome. As they
try to master the unwritten laws of the camp during the day, the two companions risk
their lives on their way to ‘the Promised Land’ during the nights.

Billy

90’

Golden Bird Price Seoul Drama Awards 2019

For more than twenty years the famous ventriloquist Gerard and his puppet are an
immensely popular theater duo. They play at the largest venues with great ease and
together they undisputedly belong to the absolute top of the cabaret. Behind the
scenes, however, the relationship between Gerard and Billy is under pressure. In those
years Billy not only overtook Gerard on stage, but also outside the theater Billy determines Gerard’s life. When a woman enters their life things even become more complicated.

Open Seas

102’

Open Seas is a coming-of-age story about friendship, desire and growing up. In the
no-holds-barred state of freedom that Amsterdam student life appears to be, three
friends learn that they cannot escape the approaching responsibilities of adulthood.
Philip, Jacob and Matt struggle with their fathers and themselves. They experience
passionate love affairs, party, drink and discover the true meaning of friendship.

The Peter Pan Man

97’

The eternal student Thijs (32) leads a slovenly, relaxed life full of beer, chicks and the
occasional shift at a tedious media megastore. When Thijs visits his sister’s house to do
laundry, instead of his usual encounter with her semi-perfect family, he meets Lisa, the
baby-sitter: a mature sixteen-year-old with great ambitions. Without intending to, Lisa
has a profound effect on Thijs, unveiling a deeply ingrained dissatisfaction with his own
passive behaviour.

The Swap

79’

When estranged brothers Thomas and Arne try to reconnect, it leads to an irrevocable
clash between their two worlds. Thomas works as a banker, whereas his brother Arne
fights the excesses of the financial system. Thomas is stuck between his brother and his
job when they are forced to take a Swiss banker hostage. As they hide out, the brothers
learn what it is to really take responsibility, and how to get closer to each other.

Undercover

86’

Policewoman Nurgül Ozdemir works in a small provincial town when she is instructed
to infiltrate the Turkish mafia. She moves to Amsterdam and is assigned to play the key
role in a large-scale operation to expose a Turkish drug gang. During this mission, Nurgül
discovers why she was recruted for the role of the infiltrator.
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Kids

Abi

10 x 8’

AGE 4-8

Abigail is 6 years old and probably the most curious girl from the South East part of
Amsterdam. Together with her parents from Suriname she lives in a big appartment
complex. Abi roams around from door to door, always seeking for new adventure. And
because of her curiosity she sometimes runs into trouble. But Abi always finds a way
out of awkward situations. In a playful way Abi’s adventures inspire to overcome prejudices against other cultures.

Evi & Co

5 x 8’

AGE 4-8

Evi (6) lives with her parents and Grandpa Co in a small village. Her parents have a big
second-hand store next to their home where they buy and sell old furniture. Objects
that have been discarded by others and are waiting for a second life. Evi’s parents are
very busy with their business. Fortunately Grandpa Co has plenty of time for her. He is
retired and freed from all his obligations. Together they recycle and reuse old objects.
With these items of the past, Evi and Co experience playful and sometimes touching
adventures.

Fairytale Tree 3D

12 x 5’

AGE 4-8

A new day has dawned in the Fairytale Forest... A butterfly flutters by and a bunny rabbit
hops through the grass. Suddenly, one of the trees comes to life! It’s the Fairytale Tree,
the grandfather of the forest, and he starts to talk: “Here in the Fairytale Forest, we
always live happily ever after, but that doesn’t mean there’s always peace and quiet!
Take the other day...”. And so begins another adventure in the Fairytale Forest.

Fairytale Tree The Movie

173’

AGE 4-8

Here in the Fairytale Forest, the characters always live happily ever after, but that
doesn’t mean there’s always peace and quiet! Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella, Giant
and Tom Thumb can’t find their way back to the Fairytale Forest and end up in Winterland. In order to go back home they have to find five crystals.

Jokie

12 x 5’

AGE 4-8

Jokie is the most cheerful character in Efteling’s Carnaval Festival ride. He sets off on
his journeys like a real explorer. Together with his girlfriend Jet, he travels the whole
world. Their hot-air balloon takes them to all sorts of nice places, where they enjoy fun
adventures.

Mr. Sandman

5 x 10’

AGE 4-8

Mr. Sandman is a friendly magic gnome. As soon as it’s the children’s bedtime, he flies
off with his faithful owl Yoo-hoo How-do. He sprinkles his famous magic sand over the
roofs to make sure you dream the most wonderful dreams. Then, when everyone is
asleep, he returns to his Sand Castle where his little helpers watch in awe as Mr. Sandman brings the most lovely fairy tales to life with his magic sand drawings.
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Kids

My Dad Is a Magician

26 x 25’

AGE 4-8

Tika lives in a fairytale castle in the sky. When she claps her hands, suddenly everything
freezes! Tika would like to explore the world beneath the castle but because she is so
naive, she often gets into trouble. Luckily, her father the magician and his apprentice
Quark always come to her aid. The Grobbles Geeltje and Broer add some cheerfulness.

Puck and the Lost Sheep

5 x 9’

AGE 4-8

Puck (5) is taking care of her pregnant mother, but with her well-intentioned help she
creates a lot of chaos and has to stay with her nephew Stijn (6) on the farm. There she
takes care of the pregnant sheep with the blue dot. But one day this sheep doesn’t
return from a hike and Puck feels really guilty. She takes responsibility and together with
Stijn she goes looking for the sheep. But in the meantime there is a panic on the farm as
Puck and Stijn are not there. Their sheepdog Pink is looking for them.

The Grobbles Have Fun

26 x 2,5’

AGE 4-8

The Grobbles Geeltje and Broer from the series My Dad is a Magician play the leading part
in their own cartoon! In these short, fast and funny stories, they experience all sorts of
adventures in the floating castle. They brew magic potions that go wrong, fly around on
broomsticks unsuccessfully, stuff themselves with cake, make a mess, argue, and above
all have great fun!

The Sandwich Show

52 x 15’

AGE 4-8

The Sandwich Show is an hilarious, educational daily talk show for children from 6 up
and their parents. In this puppet show, host Fred Talking Head welcomes the guests,
musicians and sidekicks like Rico the Rhino and Al Knows It All. Behind the scenes,
floor manager Berny tries to defuse the chaos. In the evening, the interactive tool of
The Sandwich Show can be visited online, where viewers are challenged to help Berny
prepare the next day’s show.

Zoo Stories

10 x 10’

AGE 4-8

The father of twins Appie and Aisa works at a Zoo. Together, they experience lots of
adventures and learn from the animals’ behaviour. Appie and Aisa help scoop elephant
droppings and feed the seals, but when Luc is busy the siblings like to go off on their
own and explore. They see dromedaries pooing, they learn about camouflage of animals,
they sees a bear cub cuddling up to its mother, they help shave sheep on the children’s
farm, they are impressed by the aquarium and they imitate crocodile’s behaviour by
lying completely still.

Fairytales

26 x 12’ 3 seasons

AGE 4-10

Once upon a time... Enjoy all sorts of familiar and less familiar fairytales. Stories about
knights, princes and princesses and much more. Will they live happily ever after?
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Lummels

13 x 11’

AGE 6-10

The Lummels’ discovery of the underground corridors at the bottom of the forbidden
well marks the beginning of a new adventure for them. The Lummels were born to
explore and with Lev’s clear thinking, Lau’s brilliant brain, Liloe’s toughness and Luk’s
courage, they can conquer any enemy. When everything is solved and the adventure has
ended, the Lummels hurry back to the tranquillity of their village Lavenlaar in Efteling.
Will they be home on time for dinner?

Marjolein and the Secret of the Magic Sand

12 x 14’

AGE 6-10

Marjolein, an ordinary girl, finds a big book full of stories in her grandma’s attic:
Mr Sandman’s Fairy Tales. From that moment onwards, all sorts of strange things start to
happen and a great adventure awaits Marjolein. What secret does the book harbour?

Caps Club

24 x 25’ 3 seasons

AGE 6-12

The Caps Club is about a group of children that all have a physical disability and solve
mysteries from their secret tree house. It all begins when a painting is stolen and the
discovery of a strange device and six playing cards. Together they begin their search for
the hidden King of Spades. The actors have actual disabilities in real life.

Charlie Champion

8 x 25’

AGE 6-12

The sporty adventure series follows the turbulent lives of Charlie and his friends Niels,
Renske, Aukje, Tarkan and Gijs. Together they form the youth team of football club
FC Top. Led by their super fanatical coach, their team always tries to become champion.
Unfortunately, the team is not always strong, focused and united. They have to deal
with personal events, fights, force majeure and competition, with the game ánd life
taking an unexpected turn.

Puppy Patrol

26 x 23’ 2 seasons

AGE 6-12

With a great sense of justice the siblings Mark (12) en Tessa (10) stand up for the
welfare of dogs from all different backgrounds. Together they fight for a world that
is better for animals. To reach their goal they brave many dangers, and take on those
people who have less friendly intentions. Thanks to their independent, energetic and
comical approach, and the hands-on way Mark, Tessa and the dogs deal with each situation, every episode has a positive ending.

The Lion’s Den

10 x 25’

AGE 6-12

Daniël and Suzina Durvers aren’t ordinary children, who live in an ordinary house. No,
together with their parents, their baby sister Littel and their grandpa, they live in the
middle of Durvers’ Zoo. That’s because Daniël and Suzina’s father is the director of the
zoo, which has existed for almost 100 years and has always been handed down from
father to son.
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Dutch CORE Media,
Bart de Graaffweg 2, 1217 ZL Hilversum, The Netherlands
www.dutch-core.com, info@dutch-core.nl
Michael Spendel

Managing Director

+31 6 13 37 67 04

m.spendel@dutch-core.nl

Margaret Stanneveld

Manager Sales

+31 6 51 13 50 80

m.stanneveld@dutch-core.nl

Mireille van der Laan

Sales Executive

+31 6 25 63 84 88

m.vanderlaan@dutch-core.nl

Lorraine Joore

Sales Executive

+31 6 29 49 88 09

l.joore@dutch-core.nl

Fira Zorge

Sales Coordinator

+31 6 29 49 83 12
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